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The Clone Wars, a pivotal conflict in the Star Wars saga, marked a turning
point in the Republic's struggle against the Separatist forces. To bolster
their military might, the Republic commissioned the cloning of Jango Fett, a
renowned Mandalorian bounty hunter. These clones would form the
backbone of the Grand Army of the Republic.

Among these clones, a select few were chosen for an elite training
program. These elite soldiers, known as Republic Commandos, were
designed to carry out the most dangerous and specialized missions. They
possessed enhanced physical abilities, advanced weaponry, and an
unwavering loyalty to the Republic.

Delta Squad: The Legendary Republic Commandos
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The most iconic Republic Commando unit was Delta Squad. Led by the
charismatic Sergeant "Sev", Delta Squad consisted of four highly skilled
operatives:

RC-1138 "Boss": The squad's second-in-command, known for his
tactical brilliance and calm demeanor.

RC-1207 "Scorch": The squad's heavy weapons specialist, armed
with a devastating Z-6 rotary blaster cannon.

RC-1262 "Fixer": The squad's engineer and medic, responsible for
maintaining their equipment and providing medical aid.

RC-1202 "Sev": The squad's leader, a fearless and determined
warrior known for his unwavering loyalty and exceptional combat skills.

Training and Armament: The Making of Elite Soldiers
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Republic Commandos underwent an intensive training regimen that pushed
their physical and mental limits. They were trained in hand-to-hand combat,
marksmanship, explosives handling, and specialized tactics. Their training
also emphasized loyalty, discipline, and teamwork.

Commandos were equipped with a unique arsenal of weapons and gear.
Their standard armament included the DC-15S blaster carbine, DC-15A
blaster pistol, and thermal detonators. They also carried specialized
equipment such as jetpacks, grappling hooks, and recon droids, allowing
them to operate in a variety of environments and carry out their missions
with precision.

Combat Missions: From Geonosis to Kashyyyk



Republic Commandos were deployed on countless battlefields throughout
the Clone Wars. Their missions ranged from stealth infiltrations to high-
stakes sabotage operations.

Battle of Geonosis: Delta Squad participated in the opening battle of
the Clone Wars, helping to rescue Jedi Master Yoda and Senator
Padmé Amidala from the Geonosian Arena.
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Battle of Kashyyyk: Commandos were tasked with sabotage
missions on Kashyyyk, disrupting Separatist supply lines and
weakening their defenses.

Battle of Naboo: Delta Squad infiltrated the Separatist-occupied
Naboo Palace to rescue kidnapped Republic officers.

Culture and Traditions: The Mandalorian Legacy

Despite being clones, Republic Commandos embraced aspects of
Mandalorian culture, paying homage to the heritage of their template,
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Jango Fett.

Vode An: Commandos referred to themselves as "brothers" in
Mando'a, the Mandalorian language, fostering a strong sense of
camaraderie.

Jaig Eyes: Many Commandos wore Jaig Eyes, Mandalorian symbols
of protection and courage, on their helmets.

Cuy'val Dar: The Mandalorian concept of "found family" extended to
the Commandos, who formed unbreakable bonds with their fellow
soldiers.

Legacy and Impact: The Elite Clones of Star Wars

Republic Commandos left an enduring legacy in the Star Wars universe.
Their exceptional skills and unwavering loyalty made them an
indispensable asset to the Republic during the Clone Wars.

Influence on Clone Wars Media: The Republic Commandos have
been featured in numerous Star Wars video games, books, and
comics, expanding their story and lore.

Inspiration for Future Clones: The Commandos' unique design and
combat prowess have served as inspiration for other elite clone units,
such as the Null ARCs and Omega Squad.

Symbol of Mandalorian Culture: The Commandos' embrace of
Mandalorian traditions has helped to strengthen the Mandalorian
legacy within the Star Wars fandom.

: The Enduring Legacy of Republic Commandos



Star Wars Legends Republic Commando is a captivating tale of elite clone
troopers who fought valiantly against overwhelming odds. Their legacy of
courage, loyalty, and Mandalorian spirit continues to inspire Star Wars fans
to this day. Whether battling Separatist droids on Geonosis or embarking
on covert missions on Kashyyyk, the Republic Commandos have
cemented their place as one of the most iconic units in the Star Wars saga.
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